The first authorized GPGC member to arrive and sign in is the
safety officer and has control of the Range.
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All members and guests must sign in and out
When using the knives and hatchets, take one packet of targets and throw 6 knives or hatchets at each
target. Clear board of used targets and replace knives and hatchets in storage box.
No one 16 and under is allowed to throw knives or hatchets
Absolutely no sky drawing All bows must be drawn down range or at the ground
Do not shoot arrows into the air for any reason!
Shoot from marked pads only, two shooters per bay at any time. All spectators must stay on the road
behind the firing line.
Field tips only! No broadheads or hunting tips allowed. Anyone caught using broadheads will be
banned form using the range.
Do not move the targets. Safety first, the targets are placed to assure safety and enjoyment. The
Archery committee will make adjustments and add enhancements for your enjoyment.
Do not nock arrows until you are at the firing line. The safety officer is in charge and his instructions
must be obeyed.
Wait until all arrows are shot and the line is clear before retrieving your arrows.
No crossbows! If a member has a disability and needs to use a crossbow, the archery committee will
make special accommodations for them. These targets are not designed to withstand fire from a
crossbow.
Maximum of 5 arrows per target per bay when people are waiting.
No shooting at living creatures within the club property
Treat the GPGC Archery Range property with respect. Vandalism and theft will be prosecuted.
This is a family oriented range. Profanity will not be tolerated.
Be considerate of other shooters
Please keep the range clean, use the trash cans for discarded targets and other trash.
Most of all have fun.

Range Fees
Members

$2.00 per day

Guests of Members

$5.00 per day

Public Day NonNon-members

$5.00 per hour
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